CSUDF Gift Designations

Annual Fund (Area of Greatest Need)
Alumni Association Scholarship
General Scholarship
Senior Opportunity Scholarship

Departmental/Program
College of Behavioral and Social Sciences
College of Business
CSU Gospel Choir
Eagles Club
Library

Scholarship-Program Non-Specific
Aunt Hattie’s Place, Inc. Endowment
Catherine Crenshaw Neal Scholarship End.
Clayton L. & Amanda McNeill FMS Endowment Scholarship
Douglas Memorial Church Endowment
Delores E. Hunter Scholarship Fund
Calvin W. Burnett Endowment
Clayton and Pamela McNeill Endowment
Land-Sutton Endowment
Maizie Johns Hill Scholarship
Flossie M. Dedmond Endowed Scholarship
Fannie Barwick Scholarship Fund
Guilbert A. Daley Scholarship Fund
India/Subcontinent Scholarship
Israel Baptist Church Scholarship Fund
Michelle R. Newton-White FMS Endowment
Sam Wilson Educational Development Fund

Scholarship-Program Specific
âBiology
MOTOJ Biology Scholarship
Laxmi Scholarship
Tung L. Wu Endowed Scholarship

âBusiness
Charles Pryor Endowed Fund

âCommunication
Mal Goode Scholarship

âComputer Science/Math
Optimist Club of Baltimore Scholarship End.

âCriminal Justice
George L. Russell, Jr. Scholarship

âEducation
Alice Pinderhughes Scholarship
Delores C. Hunt Endowed Scholarship
Ida Nixon Nicholas Endowment
Peaches & Winky Camphor Endowment
Gloria Roberts Jubilee Endowment
Luvenia M. Draine FMS Endowment
Marguerite & Theron Quarles FMS End.
School of Education Text Book Scholarship
Quarles Education Fund
Zion Baptist/Goins Watkins Scholarship

âEnglish
Dedmond Residence Hall Endowment
Sam Jones Memorial Scholarship

âHealth Education
Kurt & Patricia Schmoke FMS Endowment
Hall Power to End Stroke FMS Endowment

âHonors
Honors Endowment

âHumanities
Dedmond/Humanities Endowment

âInformation Technology
Information Technology Endowment
**Nursing**
A.N.G.E.L Project
ARTcetra Fund
Doris Starks Endowment
Eleanor Taylor Scholarship
Gertrude Eccles Ulrich Endowment
Loretta Richardson Nursing Scholarship
Rosa Cain Scholarship
Terri L. Hall-Davis Endowment

---

**Student Assistance**

**Emergency/Crisis**
Andrew J. Mitchell, Jr. Scholarship
Student Emergency Loan Fund Endowment
Yvonne Fortson-Mitchell Scholarship Fund

**Textbooks**
Coppin Text Book Award Scholarship
Ronnie Collins Endowment
School of Education Text Book Scholarship

---

**Other**

**Leadership**
Charles B. Wright Memorial Leadership Inst.
Phi Beta Sigma Endowed Scholarship
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